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Abstract
This paper provides analysis of features provided by existing Parallel design patterns based Programming System. Objective of this paper is to examine features required to exploit parallelism with ease in Multicore Architectures.

Index Terms—Parallel Computing, Parallel Pattern, Multicore Programming.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent trends in hardware design towards multicore CPUs with hundreds of cores. It demands for better programs which can exploit multicore. In other words “sequential programs need to be refactored for parallelism”[1]. According to Moore's Law “All software developers have abstracted away the processor assuming that H/W will gets faster and faster” [2]. We need to support new features and larger data sets. It is clear we have to program for performance. There will be emphasis on portability, robustness, malleability and maintainability. After that complexity needs to be managed.

Program can exploit parallelism through various constructs threads,loop level block level parallelism. H/W and Architectural changes offers new way to exploit parallelism. We generally obtain parallelism through task decomposition and mapping of task to processes. Earlier we have observed data movement is bottleneck and we have to pay more cost in communication. With Multicore Architecture we should not afraid to decompose task. Even ultra fast synchronization in Multicore architectures motivate for use of synchronization constructs.

The use of multiprocessor machines has accelerated the importance of parallel programs. The shared multiprocessor machine has become a challenge and the development of the parallel applications is growing slowing. While developing parallel software, programmers must worry about task decomposition, scheduling, communication, and synchronization.

II. CHALLENGES IN EXPLOITING PARALLELISM
Since inception of programming we have followed sequential programming paradigm. Thinking parallel or decomposing problems into parallel tasks is hard for many of us. These all increases complexity and work for programmer. Parallelism is not easy to implement, Parallelism cannot be abstracted.

While Parallel programming programmer is exposed to parallel architectures, which creates parallel program biased to particular architecture. Architecture influences Programming models we can observe:

- Message Passing model provides MPI which is suitable for Distributed Shared Memory where processes communicates through messages.
- Thread Based Programming models uses threads which uses shared memory approach.

We can notice that there is no unique execution model and programming paradigm to deal with parallelism. That is the reason programmer needs to work for details of everything. Programmer need to work for lower level API's to exploit parallelism.

Debugging of Parallel program difficult due to:
- Number of possible execution orderings
- Incorrect Synchronization leads to Race condition
- Even Correct program may lead to deadlock

III. PATTERNS AND PARALLELISM
Patterns originated as an architectural concept by Christopher Alexander. Design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem within a given context in software design.[12] A design pattern is not a finished design that can be transformed directly into source or machine code.[10] Use of Patterns to exploit parallelism is not new. DpnDP, a Design Pattern Based Parallel Programming System was proposed by Siu and Singh, 1997.[5] Patterns for Parallel Programming demonstrated in book by Matson 2002.[4] CO2P3S (Correct Object Oriented Pattern based Parallel Programming System) is a tool provides abstractions in the PDP.[6]

Pattern–based parallel programming system and ideal characteristics is described in [6]:
• Structuring the Parallelism
• Programming
• Performance
• Portability
• Support

In Structuring Parallelism, we need to provide clean separation between the parallel structure of a program and the application code. It provides easy modification. Code libraries fail to meet this concern. In all code libraries, the structure of the parallelism is embedded directly in the application code via library calls. This structure can only be changed by modifying the code, which may involve significant programming effort. For instance, for message passing libraries such as PVM [21] and MPI[9], the parallel structure is dictated by the communication structure. A program using pthreads or Java threads must explicitly create the threads that will form the parallel structure of the program.

Most parallel programming languages and language extensions also suffer from the same problem by using extra syntax for specifying parallelism in the program code. Some java based languages support data parallelism by including parallel loops (with a forall statement, for example) and extra syntax for parallel array expressions.

Some parallel languages, such as High Performance FORTRAN(HPF) [17] and OpenMP [18] reduce the separation problem by inserting parallel directives as comments that are used only by special compilers. These directives can be added or removed with less effort.

The only parallel programming language that eliminate this problem is P3L, a pattern based programming language. A P3L program consists of a set of named code fragments and a separate pattern description that indicates how the fragments and patterns are composed into a larger program. It is observed that parallel structure can be separated from the application code through indirection.

In explicit message-passing systems such as DPhDP [5], Tracs, and Parsec, all messages are sent through channels via ports. The ports do not contain any reference to the process that will actually receive the data, and so decouple the two communicating processes. Thus, a process may be freely interchanged with another that exchanges the same data.

Parallel Architectural Skeletons (PAS) [8] take a slightly different approach. They create an additional process that serves as the fixed entry point to the processes that make up the pattern. This fixed entry point allows a pattern to be replaced with another in a seamless manner.

A system should allow patterns to be composed hierarchically, refining the computation within a given pattern using another pattern. In general, a single parallel structure cannot be used to effectively parallelize all parts of a large computation. Since a user can generally place communication calls anywhere in application code, message–passing and thread libraries meet this characteristic. Without hierarchical resolution, the user must draw one large graph for the structure of the complete program. Programs built using skeletons or frameworks can experience composition problems. Root cause of these problems is that frameworks and skeletons were created with the assumption that only one will be used in a given application. There should be no rules regarding how patterns can be composed. While code libraries meet this concern because of their generality. Among the pattern–based programming systems (DPhDP, Enterprise, FrameWorks, Parsec, Tracs, and PAS), only FrameWorks, the oldest system, does not exhibit independence of patterns. Specific combinations of structures could not be properly supported.

Pattern based Programming System can provide many feature to extract parallelism available but it is important to focus on Ease of Programming also. Ease of Programming and Code Efficiency are contradictory objective. Use of pattern based approach can simplify hard parallel code.

It should be possible to achieve the best possible performance for a program but it is dependent on selection of the parallel patterns. General–purpose parallel libraries can provide the best performance. Programmer can optimize program by reducing communication and synchronization costs.

Applications should be able to ported on different architectures. The performance of a program may suffer on different architecture, but application should continue to run. Unlike Shared memory machines, message–passing systems continue to communicate using expensive network messages rather than taking advantage of cheaper memory–based communication mechanisms.

**IV. FEATURES IN PARALLEL PATTERN BASED PROGRAMMING SYSTEM FOR MULTICORE**

Although there are number of Parallel Programming Platforms tools and techniques available ,still we need Parallel Programming System for multicore provides:

• Ease of Programming : Programmer need not to learn difficult syntax, lower level API's to exploit parallelism. It makes parallel programs also difficult to debug and understand. Abstraction will be key to achieve same. Abstraction can eliminate problem faced in debugging Parallel Program.
• Language Support: It should support common languages to leverage skills of programmers. Parallelism can be extracted by large group if System meet same. Message passing library does not impose any changes to programming language. Programmer needs to use extra communication calls. Most of the programmers are comfortable with common languages like C, C++, Java that is the reason most application can take benefit of Parallelism.

• Support for Improving Performance: System should help programmer to achieve the best possible performance for a program. Programmers can select parallel patterns to reduce communication and synchronization cost. Dynamic threading and other techniques should be available with convenient model of use.

• Flexibility: System simplicities changes in parallel program, because in parallel programming small changes introduces bugs. Flexibility and ease of programming are complementary goal in building such system. If System provides abstraction at desired level readability, malleability, and maintainability can be achieved.

• Portability: Program should not be biased with particular architecture. One code written for shared address space will work for distributed memory architectures also and vice versa.

V. CONCLUSION

We have explored different Parallel Platforms for programming and also observed parallel constructs available. Pattern based approach to exploit parallelism is evaluated for achieving ease of programming, correctness and performance. In general programming languages, if parallelism is available with ease we can benefit large number of applications.
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